COMPLIANCE WITH SPECIFICATION
The compliance with specification has been determined in accordance with ILAC publication ILAC-G8:03/2009.
The statement of compliance is based on a 95 % coverage probability for the expanded uncertainty and is only valid at the
tested points.
The status of compliance with specification is reported as:
P

COMPLIANCE - The measured value is within the specified limits, when the measurement uncertainty is taken into
account.

N+

INDETERMINATE - It is not possible to state compliance using a 95 % coverage probability for the expanded
uncertainty, although the measured value is within the specified limits, i.e. the measured value is within the
specified limits by a margin less than the measurement uncertainty.

N-

INDETERMINATE - It is not possible to state non-compliance using a 95 % coverage probability for the expanded
uncertainty, although the measured value is outside the specified limits, i.e. the measured value is outside the
specified limits by a margin less than the measurement uncertainty.

F

NON-COMPLIANCE - The measured value is outside the specification limits, when the measurement uncertainty is
taken into account.

A compilation for all performed tests of the status as received, i.e. before any adjustment/rep air, and the status as shipped,
i.e. after any adjustment/repair, is reported on the first page.
Any statement of compliance with specification is based on the model above and the final judgement, if the device under
test conforms to the requirements for its intended use, has to be made by the customer.

F
NUpper limit
N+
P

Nominal value
Other terms that may be used:
NS

The measured point is measured but has no specified limits (and not tested for compliance with specification).

NT

The measured point is not measured (and not tested for compliance with specification).

UNCERTAINTY OF MEASUREMENT
The reported expanded uncertainty of measurement is stated as the standard uncertainty of measurement multiplied by
the coverage factor k=2, which for a normal distribution corresponds to a coverage probability of approximately 95 %.
If this is not the case, the actual coverage factor (k), distribution (D) and effective degrees of freedom (v) will be stated
together with the reported expanded uncertainty of measurement.
Any quoted uncertainty measurement applies only to the measured value and do not imply anything regarding the longterm stability of the device under test.
The standard uncertainty of measurement has been determined in accordance with EA Publication EA-4/02.
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